
Your specialist for 
legal, physical  
and digital 
security



Groupe Mutuel  

Protecting you  
in every way

Groupe Mutuel is the only multiline 
personal insurer in Switzerland

What does this mean ? It means that we are 

able to respond to the population’s two 

major concerns : health and personal risk. 

Our insurance products, information and 

advice, designed both for individuals and 

companies, as well as for the population as 

a whole, allow us to guarantee security and 

peace of mind for all. 

By placing individuals at the heart of our 

business, we aim to create and maintain  

a strong bond with our insured persons.



Groupe Mutuel  

By your side,  
every day, no matter 
what happens

Listening to you, getting to know you 
and providing you with support
Because there are as many types of 

organisations as there are companies, 

we believe that listening to people and 

getting to know them is paramount. 

Caring, proactivity and responsibility  

drive our approach and reflect the  

respect and solidarity we have for our 

insured persons.

Our focus on individuals drives us  

to offer innovative, personalised and 

comprehensive solutions, and to  

always anticipate the future needs  

of each company.



Your security  
is our priority

Groupe Mutuel Assurances GMA SA offers 
insurance solutions to protect you in all areas, 
including legal protection, personal liability, 
household contents as well as risks and disputes 
on the Internet. To be properly insured means that 
you can deal with unforeseen events with total 
peace of mind.

Groupe Mutuel

Patrimony

Legal 
protection

Personal  
liability insurance

Household 
contents’ insurance

Risks and disputes 
on the Internet

Legissana 

Safeguards your interests in case of disputes 

with the medical profession, hospitals, clinics 

or any other medical establishment following 

treatment or diagnosis errors. 

Legisstrada 

Safeguards your interests in case of road 

mobility and traffic incidents whether you are 

the driver or a passenger of your or someone 

else’s car, a pedestrian, cyclist, or a user of 

public transport. 

Legispriva 

Whether you are an employee or a tenant, an 

owner or a consumer, Legispriva ensures that 

your rights are respected in case of disputes. 

Legisduo 

Combines the benefits of our two insurance 

products Legisstrada et Legispriva. 

SelfProtect 
Protects you against the financial loss 

arising from damage caused to a third party 

and defends you against unjustified claims 

against you. 

HomeProtect 
Insures your household goods and protects 

you against the economic consequences of 

fire, natural hazards, theft and water damage. 

CyberProtect  
An innovative insurance product for risks 

and disputes on the Internet, which provides 

coverage thanks to an extensive range  

of benefits combined with prevention and 

assistance by phone, seven days a week. 





Customised  
insurance solutions

Groupe Mutuel brings together several 
independent companies active in health 
and accident insurance, as well as life, 
patrimony and corporate insurance ( daily 
allowance, accident insurance, occupational 
benefits and supplemental health insurance ). 

Find out more about our extensive 
range of benefits.





For non binding
personal advice

0848 803 222
groupemutuel.ch

Companies under Groupe Mutuel Holding SA: Avenir Assurance Maladie SA  /  Easy Sana Assurance Maladie SA  /  Mutuel Assurance Maladie SA
Philos Assurance Maladie SA  /  SUPRA-1846 SA  /  AMB Assurances SA  /  Groupe Mutuel Assurances GMA SA  /  Groupe Mutuel Vie GMV SA

Foundations managed by Groupe Mutuel: Groupe Mutuel Prévoyance-GMP  /  Mutuelle Neuchâteloise Assurance Maladie
Opsion Vested Benefits Foundation  /  Fondation Collective Open Pension

 Groupe Mutuel Holding SA        Rue des Cèdres 5        CH-1919 Martigny       0848 803 222 / groupemutuel.ch
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For non binding 
personal advice

0848 803 222
groupemutuel.ch


